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Kimberly Hunn is the founder of Edgewalker Group International, a collaborative network of
business leaders and consultants dedicated to transformative learning and organizational
development.
Kimberly is a Master Certified Coach, dialogue facilitator and entrepreneur with experience in
the design and delivery of innovative learning systems and cultural change initiatives. She has
served as a senior mentor coach with a leading international coach training organization for
twenty years and has developed collaborative projects on leadership and organizational
architecture in the United States, Chile, Spain, Switzerland, UK, France, Dubai and Turkey.
Working with executives and business owners, Kimberly offers an integrated approach to
leadership development to achieve conversational competence, team alignment and the
fulfillment of company strategy. She played a key role in the European World Café in Bilbao,
Spain to facilitate a citywide dialogue on urban renewal and is the author of the Edgewalker
Transition, a yearlong program for executives initiating a professional transition.
Currently, Kimberly is developing sustainable business practices with her clients to adapt more
successfully to a changing economic climate while preserving strong and cohesive relationships
within an organizational framework. Her work is innovative, bold and engaging.
With an academic background in international relations and cultural anthropology, Kimberly is
passionate about cross-culture integration and systemic global solutions. She is also cofounder of two non-profit initiatives in Mallorca, Spain; Mallorca Goes Green which promotes
environmental sustainability in local communities and Proyecto 50K which supports lowincome families through micro loans and personal leadership training.
Kimberly lives in Mallorca, Spain where she enjoys hiking, reading, music and spending time
with her family. Her two adult children work and live in London and Boston. Fluent in Spanish
and English, she loves to travel and learn about people through cultural exchange.

Sample Clients
Xerox (London), Sabbadell Bank (Palma de Mallorca), Dupont (Geneva), Proctor & Gamble
(Barcelona), McKinsey (Amsterdam), Caja Madrid (Madrid), Mubadula (Abu Dhabi), Strategic
Solutions (Dubai), Suomen Argentor (Helsinki), Primagaz (Paris), Newfield Network
(Boulder/Amsterdam/London), The Worldgate Group (Madrid)

Coaching and Organizational Development Projects













Developed internal coaching programme for Worldgate Group, Madrid
Executive coaching and leadership training for Caja Madrid
Cultural change facilitation for Proctor & Gamble, Barcelona
Leadership development training for Primagaz, Paris
Senior mentor coach and group coaching for Newfield Network, a coach training and
certification organization, Boulder, Amsterdam and Santiago
Executive Leadership Conference, Helsinki
Dialogue Facilitator with European World Café, Bilbao
Edgewalker Summit (annual), Mallorca, Spain
Co-founder of Mallorca Goes Green, Mallorca, Spain
Co-founder Proyecto 50K, Mallorca, Spain
International Leadership and Community Service Project in Santiago, Chile
BEAM project with the Department of Social Service, California

Coaching Philosophy
Clients receive a committed partner in the development of professional goals and personal
aspirations. Kimberly believes that all transformative learning must be an authentic expansion
of our capacity to connect and create. She considers leadership most powerful when values
are modeled and transparency promotes inclusion and team cohesion.
Her integrated approach combines the generative power of language to improve leadership
skills, somatic (body) learning to establish sustainable practices and emotional awareness to
enhance team alignment and personal satisfaction.
With this coaching methodology, clients are able to achieve clarity of priorities and direction,
efficiency in the management of time and energy, and an ability to inspire others by example.

Assessments


Values On Line Facilitator for individual and team values alignment process

Education and Training








OJT Annual Training with Newfield Network, 1999-2013
World Café Training for group dialogue facilitation, 2008
ValuesOnLine Training for facilitation of values alignment tool, 2005
Master Certified Coach, ICF, 1999-2011
Outdoor Challenge Course Facilitator, Cholqui, Chile, 1997
Newfield Certified Coach, Newfield Group, 1995
BA, International Relations & Cultural Anthropology, San Francisco State University,
1983

